shipsh a pe

a young Melbourne design duo embark on their own maiden voyage as

they customise a family’s houseboat for dreamy lakeside holidays.
photographer Christine Francis writer Annemarie Kiely

Victoria’s Lake Eildon presents in
panoramic glory from the vantage
of a butterfly-style chair from
Angelucci 20th Century, sited on
the rear deck of the houseboat built
for three generations of one family.
Details, last pages.
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“The family had
a long history
of holidaying on
Lake Eildon and
idealised a dream
boat that could
extend it”

The boat’s family-friendly upper
level features three discrete
sleeping pods and a bathroom,
all feeding off a corridor
propped with a Penelope
Durston pouf from Cottage
Industry. OPPOSITE PAGE:
a sitting nook on the same floor
riffs on the colours of the
surrounding landscape in Greg
Wood’s painting Bowden (2012),
a ‘Lean’ wall light by Jenny
Bäck from Great Dane and
a ‘Hollywood’ sofa upholstered
with Warwick’s Husk fabric,
from Angelucci 20th Century.
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“all our thinking about design
had to be placed to one side”

W

hen fledgling Melbourne design firm
Pipkorn & Kilpatrick took the commission
to custom-fit a houseboat built for the waters
of Lake Eildon — the dam at the northern
foothills of Victoria’s high country — they dove into the deep
end. “Literally,” says Jane Kilpatrick, alluding to a watery world
in which the distribution of weight determines most design
outcomes. “Or should it be figuratively?” queries Anna Pipkorn
who, speaking with a twin-like tendency to finish her business
partner’s sentences, expands on a brief to design interiors in
a new floating home, the typology to which they had never
turned a hand. “And we’re not talking a Huck Finn-style hut
rafting along the river,” adds Pipkorn, giving short account
of an engine-powered, two-level luxury home custom-built
to cruise a shoreline nearly double the size of Port Phillip Bay.
“The family had a long history of holidaying on Lake Eildon
and idealised a dream boat that could extend it.”
While the project almost went the way of another firm,
Pipkorn and Kilpatrick, who claim a commonality of age
(36), country upbringing and design culture (both worked
at Bates Smart before moving on to Shareen Joel Design)
credit serendipity with the snaffling of this, their first job. >
All bedrooms are sheeted in Abode Living’s Citi linens. ABOVE: an
upper-level bedroom combines Luke Sciberras’ Out of Town (2007),
Penelope Durston cushions and a ‘Hector’ clip light from Dunlin.
LEFT: the lower-level master suite features Anna Pipkorn’s 2009
painting Untitled and an Erik Magnussen ‘Porcelight’ from Cult.
OPPOSITE: the upper-level children’s bunk-room pairs a ‘Bandy’ side
table from Jardan and a Tolomeo ‘Faretto’ wall lamp from Artemide.
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they designed the ground floor as a free flow of

< “We were very lucky,” they say, tag-teaming the story of how Kilpatrick’s home renovations
sparked the interest of a neighbour, who nudged her father to consider the pair as interior
designers for his new houseboat. “Our first client and commission were closer than we could
have presumed… and pretty soon we were all sitting around a table talking navigation
systems and state rooms… It was a huge leap of faith on the client’s part to go with such
a young design firm, but I think our lack of preconception was a plus.”
Taking instruction from a family collective presided over by the patriarch — a man
described by Pipkorn and Kilpatrick as immaculately dressed, with a love of detail and
58 years of holidaying at Lake Eildon — the pair took a tour of 10 existing types and
familiarised themselves with the tropes of this sailing niche. “There was obviously a design
formula and it delivered cramped conditions,” says Pipkorn, bemoaning a lack of light and
view to landscape, “and there was an architectural approach that had been entrenched for
years.” But both designers liked the old floater’s romantic intransigence and its whiff of
off-shore adventure and committed to embedding the lake-wide culture of camaraderie.
“All our thinking about design had to be placed to one side,” says Kilpatrick. “I mean,
there’s no such thing as a standard 820 millimetre-wide door on a houseboat… and the stud
walls were at 50 millimetres.” She reminds Pipkorn of the tiny tolerances that beset a structure,
mostly built on land by Anchorage Houseboats and part-finished on the water to prevent the
surface cracks incurred by truck-transit to moorings. “You can be slightly out with your
measurements on land,” adds Kilpatrick, “but boat movement makes it unacceptable on water.”
Challenging the builder to raise ceiling heights beyond the usual 2100 to 2250 millimetres,
the design pair stretched the typology out — eliminating claustrophobia-inducing bulkheads
and burying services between the ceiling joists. “It had to function for three generations of

lounge, dining room, galley kitchen and helm

The helm is a discrete insert
into the corner of the lower
level kitchen — detailed by
Pipkorn and Kilpatrick to
preserve sight lines to view.
OPPOSITE PAGE: the lower
lounge, nestling into a recess
created by a level-connecting
stair, is furnished with a
‘Nook’ sofa from Jardan, an
E15 ‘Backenzahn’ stool from
Living Edge, artist Michael
Gordon Hill’s Ozothamnus
(2013) and David Band’s
limited-edition print Bottle
(2010). Details, last pages.

one family across four bedrooms, two bathrooms and two galley kitchens,” says Pipkorn of
a project that necessitated extensive knowledge on waste-water treatments. “We were fitting
the hull with a complexity of systems, while pushing the structure spatially and sustainably.”
Dealing with all the dualities of the brief in a boat that riffed on its rural context — reflective
waters encircled by ghostly forests of stringybark — Pipkorn and Kilpatrick designed the
ground floor as a free flow of lounge, dining room, galley kitchen and helm, around a private
pod that housed the patriarch’s stateroom and master ensuite. The top level, they finessed
into a family-fit floor divided into a public and a private zone (three berths and a bathroom
feeding off a corridor spine). “You’ll notice that the upper level is very symmetrical in plan,”
says Pipkorn, highlighting the concerns of weight distribution on water. “Because of such
considerations we used compressed cement sheet for benchtops in the upper galley,
counterbalancing the kitchen’s joinery bulk with a big sofa on the boat’s opposing side.”
Keeping an even keel was both the physical and euphemistic aim as they balanced
wrap-around transparency with pod-providing privacy, latest technology with landscape
immersion, luxury with hose-down serviceability, detachment with communality.
“But part-way through the project our client passed away,” says Pipkorn of the patriarch
for whom this commission was about sharing special place. “The brief became more
emotional and intense.” Suddenly the boat was a legacy in the service of younger lives
as they re-appraised a narrower span of age and interests. “The client’s daughters were
committed to keeping their father’s vision afloat,” says Pipkorn. “They took it up a level;
steered the project into more idiosyncratic waters.”
Many months after the maiden launch of both boat and design practice, the duo considers the
question of how hard to fit a ship? They ponder then concur, “It’s all plain sailing from here.” VL
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